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Cole’s whole family went camping. Mom, 
Dad, Cole, and his sister, Rose, went 
together.      
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They loaded up the van and went 
home. The whole family had so much 
fun camping!         12
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Dad and Rose opened the tents. Mom and 
Cole got stones and a load of wood to 
make a fire.    

After breakfast, Mom and Cole went to 
load the boat. They were going to take 
a ride down the river. 

When dinner was over, they roasted 
marshmallows and told stories. Then, it 
was time to go to bed.  

While Mom and Cole were floating down 
the river in the boat, Dad and Rose got 
things ready to go home. Then, they 
went fishing, too. 



Long o Words
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The End

They loaded up the van and left home 
for the open road. Soon, they chose a 
campground close to a river.         

11

oa              o-e     
boat   chose  Rose 
floating   close  smoke 
loaded   Cole   stones 
roasted   home  whole 
stones   pole   woke 

After fishing for two hours, Mom and Cole 
chose to come back. They had a great time 
on the boat.   
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Before long, smoke rose from the huge 
fire. They could cook dinner now and 
keep warm from the cold night air.    

Everyone said goodnight and went to 
their tents. It was so cold that they all 
slept in their coats! 

When they woke up, Mom made coffee 
over the fire. Dad cooked some eggs and 
toast. It was almost like having breakfast 
at home, except that it was so cold! 

Mom got the paddles in case they had 
to row back to camp. Cole grabbed his 
fishing pole.       
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